It is important to estimate the ridge distance accurately, an intrinsic texture property of a fingerprint image. Up to now, only several articles have touched directly upon ridge distance estimation. Little has been published providing detailed evaluation of methods for ridge distance estimation, in particular, the traditional spectral analysis method applied in the frequency field. In this paper, a novel method on nonoverlap blocks, called the statistical method, is presented to estimate the ridge distance. Direct estimation ratio (DER) and estimation accuracy (EA) are defined and used as parameters along with time consumption (TC) to evaluate performance of these two methods for ridge distance estimation. Based on comparison of performances of these two methods, a third hybrid method is developed to combine the merits of both methods. Experimental results indicate that DER is 44.7%, 63.8%, and 80.6%; EA is 84%, 93%, and 91%; and TC is 0.42, 0.31, and 0.34 seconds, with the spectral analysis method, statistical method, and hybrid method, respectively.
INTRODUCTION
Fingerprint identification is the most popular biometric technology and has drawn a substantial attention recently [1] . An automated fingerprint identification system (AFIS) includes fingerprint acquisition, feature extraction, fingerprint matching, and/or fingerprint classification. Most AFISs are based on comparison of minutiae, the most prominent being ridge endings and ridge bifurcations [2] .
A critical step in automatic fingerprint matching is to extract minutiae automatically and reliably from fingerprint images. Performance of a minutiae extraction algorithm relies heavily, however, on the quality of fingerprint images. In order to ensure a robust performance of an AFIS with respect to quality of fingerprint images, it is essential to incorporate an enhancement algorithm in the minutiae extraction module. Ridge distance is an intrinsic property of fingerprint images and it is used as a basic parameter in fingerprint enhancement in some enhancement methods, during which ridge distance is used to determine the period of enhancement mask. It is thus important to be able to estimate ridge distance in fingerprint images reliably in an AFIS.
Fingerprint ridge distance is defined as the distance from a given ridge to adjacent ridges. It can be measured as the distance from the center of one ridge to the center of another, as illustrated in Figure 1 . Another notion related to ridge distance is ridge frequency. Ridge frequency is the reciprocal of ridge distance and indicates the number of ridges within a unit length.
Although fingerprint ridge distance is very important in AFIS, it is difficult to estimate due to the following factors:
(1) for the same finger, fingerprint images acquired with different image resolutions may have different ridge distance(s); (2) even with the same image resolution, noises, such as low contrast, ridge breaks, ridge conglutination, and so forth, may distort estimations; (3) occurrence of minutiae may disturb the estimation of the ridge distance;
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x 2 (i) Figure 1 : Definition of fingerprint ridge distance.
(4) the existence of high curvature, such as regions containing singularities, makes it difficult to estimate ridge distance in these regions with common methods; (5) different fingers may have different ridge distances; (6) within the same fingerprint image, different regions may have different ridge distances.
While problems (3), (4), and (5) are intrinsic properties of fingerprints, problems (1), (2), and (6) may be controlled or improved.
It has been noted above that the ridge distance is important for fingerprint identification. To the best of the authors' knowledge, however, the estimation of ridge distance was only addressed directly in several articles.
O'Gorman and Nickerson [3] used average ridge distance as key parameter in the design of filters. Lin and Dubes [4] attempted to count ridge number automatically. Douglas Hung [5] estimated ridge period over the whole image. Hong et al. [6] presented an oriented window method for estimating fingerprint ridge frequency. This method performs well when ridges in the oriented window have distinct contrast and consistent ridge directions. brought out geometric and spectral methods to estimate fingerprint ridge distance. One of the merits of the geometric method is that it calculates ridge direction directly, which means it does not depend on the result of ridge direction estimation as the prior procedure. Spectral method divides a fingerprint image into blocks, converts each block of fingerprint image from spatial field to frequency field using discrete Fourier transform (DFT), and estimates ridge distance of a block image according to the distribution of harmonic coefficients. Only less than half of the ridge distances of block images can be estimated directly according to their experimental results, however. Maio and Maltoni [8] did mathematical characterization of the local frequency of sinusoidal signals and developed a two-dimensional model in order to approximate the ridge-line patterns in his method for ridgeline density estimation in digital images. This paper focuses on ridge distance estimation of fingerprint images. Traditional spectral analysis method is realized and a novel statistical method is presented. Also a hybrid method is brought out and performance evaluation of methods for ridge distance estimation is discussed.
This paper is organized as follows. Traditional spectral analysis method is introduced and applied in Section 2. The statistical method is described in detail in Section 3. Comparison between the spectral analysis method, the statistical method, and a hybrid method is described in Section 4. Performance evaluation and experimental results are shown in Section 5. Section 6 contains the conclusion and discussions.
SPECTRAL ANALYSIS METHOD
Spectral analysis method is a typical method of signal processing in the frequency field. It transforms the representation of fingerprint images from the spatial field to the frequency field and completes the ridge distance estimation in the frequency field. It is a traditional method for ridge distance estimation in fingerprint images.
If g (x,y) is the gray-scale value of the pixels with coordinates x, y ∈ {0, K, N − 1} in an N × N image, the DFT of g (x,y) is defined as follows:
where j is an imaginary unit, u, v ∈ {0, Λ, N − 1}, and (x, y)(u, v) = xu+ yv is the vector dot product; G (u,v) is obviously complex. Let |G (u,v) | denote the magnitude of G (u,v) , theoretically speaking,
|G (u,v) | is also called the coefficient. It represents the periodic characteristics of point u, v. The dominant period of signals in an area can be determined by analyzing the distribution of values of |G (u,v) |. A fingerprint image and its DFT at block level with window size of 32 × 32 are shown in Figure 2 .
The whole procedure of ridge distance estimation with the spectral analysis method relies on a radial distribution function Q(r) [7] defined as follows:
where 0 ≤ r ≤ √ 2(N − 1), C r represents the set of coordinates u, v that satisfy √ u 2 + v 2 ≈ r (approximate equality ≈ is resolved by rounding to the nearest integer), and #C r is the number of elements of C r . Based on (3), Q(r) denotes distribution intensity of the signal whose period is N/r in an N ×N image, and the value of r corresponding to the maximum of Q(r) is the incident times of dominant signal in this area. The following steps are taken for ridge distance estimation by the spectral analysis method in fingerprint images.
Step 1. Divide a fingerprint into nonoverlap block images of size N × N (N = 32). Each block image is considered as a unit in subsequent procedures.
Step 2. Calculate |G (u,v) | corresponding to all g (x,y) , x, y ∈ {0, K, N − 1}, in a block image using DFT.
A two-dimensional fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm is applied in this paper in order to reduce time consumption.
Step 3. Calculate Q(r) for each block image, 0 ≤ r ≤ √ 2(N − 1).
Step 4. Find r such that Q(r ) > Q(r) for any 0 ≤ r min ≤ r ≤ r max ≤ √ 2(N − 1), r = r (find the position of the largest peak), r min , r max denote the possible minimum and maximum value of r, respectively. For a 500 dpi fingerprint image, the range of ridge distances is {3, 25} [6] . Thus, r min = round(32/25) = 1, and r max = round(32/3) = 11. The sense of r is shown in Figure 3 .
Step 5. If there is not such a local maximum of Q(r), the estimation is impossible.
Step 6. Find r such that Q(r ) > Q(r) for any 0 ≤ r min ≤ r ≤ r max ≤ √ 2(N − 1), r = r (find the position of the second largest peak).
Step 7. Estimate the ridge distance in the block image, N/r , with confidence level where α = 2.43 (experimental data). Only estimations whose DL ≥ 0.37 (experimental data) are accepted.
STATISTICAL METHOD
A novel and efficient method, called the statistical method, is introduced to estimate ridge distance in fingerprint images in this paper. This method took the following steps.
Step 1. Calculate ridge directions at block level. Divide a fingerprint image into nonoverlap blocks of size N × N (N = 32) and calculate ridge direction for each block by an LMS method [6] , which acquires the dominant direction of a block image and views it as the direction of the block. Smooth directions at block level; the initial values of ridge distances of all blocks are assigned to 0.
Step 2. Use a locally adaptive method [9] to binarize a fingerprint image at block level so that a value of 1 is assigned to pixels on ridges and 0 is assigned to pixels on furrows.
Step 3. Define the statistical window and baseline. Consider each block image of size N × N (N = 32) as a statistical window. The baseline is defined as a beeline parallel to the ridge direction of the block image. The baseline passes the left-top point of the statistical window when the ridge direction of the block image belongs to [0, π/2) and passes the right-top point of the statistical window when the ridge direction of the block image belongs to [π/2, π) . The definitions of statistical window and baseline are illustrated in Figure 4 .
Step 4. Determine the ridge distance distribution in each block image with the distance statistical method. Step 5. Detect positions of all peaks and calculate the peak intervals in the histogram. To each integer i which belongs to [2, , if
are satisfied, then i is the position of a peak. Obviously, every peak position corresponds to a ridge and intervals of consecutive peaks denote ridge distances in a statistical window.
Binarized results, the distribution of ridge distances and peak positions detected, are shown for two typical block images in Figure 5 .
Step 6. Estimate the ridge distance and calculate the confidence level. If a peak interval is beyond the range of 3 ∼ 25, then it is considered an invalid estimation result and should be discarded. After all invalid estimation results are discarded, if the number of the remainder peak intervals is less than 3, assert that the ridge distance of the block could not be estimated. Otherwise, M 0 and Var, the average and variance of valid peak intervals, are calculated:
where VPINum is the number of valid peak intervals, and VPI[i] is the ith valid peak interval. The confidence level of estimation result of a block image is defined as follows:
If α is greater than or equal to 0.80 (experimental threshold), the estimation result is accepted and recorded.
HYBRID METHOD
During the course of implementing the spectral analysis method and the statistical method, the following performance characteristics were observed.
Spectral analysis method
(1) Not sensitive to ridge directions. Even in regions whose ridge directions vary acutely, for example, regions containing singularities, this method still can estimate ridge distance reliably so long as the quality of the fingerprint image is good. (2) Sensitive to image quality. When the quality of the fingerprint image is poor, its performance will deteriorate rapidly and the ridge distances of many block images could not be estimated. 
Presentation of hybrid method
Based on the above analysis of performance of the two methods, a hybrid method that uses the two methods synthetically is defined. First, ridge distances are estimated with the statistical method. For block images that cannot be estimated, the spectral analysis method is then applied. For block images whose ridge distances still cannot be estimated, whose confidence level of estimation result is less than 0.8, ridge distance of the block is regarded as nonestimable.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
It is important to use proper parameters to evaluate performance of methods of ridge distance estimation, which is called performance evaluation. Though the problem has been discussed in [6] , further development is still necessary.
Definition of evaluation parameters
In this paper, we attempt to evaluate the performance of the above three methods by first defining the following parameters.
(1) Direct estimation ratio (DER):
where A d is the area of a fingerprint image for which ridge distance can be estimated in numbers of block images, and A t is the total area of valid fingerprint region in numbers of block images. DER clearly measures robustness of a method for ridge distance estimation in fingerprint images. A high DER value means that the method is flexible and insensitive to a variety of image quality and ridge directions.
(2) Estimation accuracy (EA): there is always deviation between the estimation result and the actual value of the ridge distance. A small deviation indicates that the estimation result is accurate. Suppose the number of valid blocks in a fingerprint image is S and let E n and T n denote the estimation result and the manually measured value of ridge distance of the nth valid block image, respectively; EA is defined as follows:
Only block images whose ridge distances can be estimated are considered in the calculation of EA. Here the manually measured value of the ridge distance is used as the actual value. The manually measured value is acquired by measuring the enlarged fingerprint image printed on a piece of paper.
(3) Time consumption (TC): TC is the average time needed for handling one fingerprint image.
Evaluation strategy and experimental conditions
Methods of ridge distance estimation may show different performance according to the variation in quality of fingerprint images. It is therefore necessary to implement performance evaluation on good, fair, and poor quality images. An average performance of methods on all test images should also be presented.
Until now, it has been difficult to find quantitative methods for strict measurement of the quality of fingerprint images. Considering mainly factors such as gray-level contrast, ridge break, ridge conglutination, and so forth, we selected 30 typical images (10 good-quality, 10 fair-quality, and 10 poor-quality) from the NJU fingerprint database (1200 live scan images, 10 per individual, with image resolutions = 450 dpi and image size = 320 × 320) according to experience to the estimate ridge distance with each of the traditional spectral analysis method, the statistical method, and the hybrid method. Sizes of block images are all 32 × 32 and values of the ridge distance in each block image were manually measured. The evaluation is performed with a computer Pentium 2.0 G, 256 M RAM.
Experimental results DER, EA, and TC of the three methods on 10 good-quality images, 10 fair-quality images, 10 poor-quality images, and total 30 fingerprint images are listed in Tables 1, 2 
CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
We have applied traditional spectral analysis method for the estimation of ridge distances in fingerprint images. A new method, the statistical method, is also evaluated in this paper. For good-quality fingerprint images, there is no dramatic difference in performance between the spectral analysis method (Table 1) . For fair and poorquality fingerprint images, however, performance of the statistical method is superior to that of the spectral analysis method (Tables 2 and 3 ). The statistical method is in addition more efficient. The statistical method shows better average performance on the total 30 images ( Table 4 ). The obvious disadvantage of the statistical method is that it performs poorly in regions where there is acute variation of ridge directions.
Based on analysis and comparison of the performance of the two methods, a hybrid method is developed in this paper. In this method, the statistical method is used as the primary method for regions where ridge direction varies gently; the spectral analysis method is used as a supplement. The advantages of the statistical method and the spectral analysis method are thereby combined. Experimental results show that the hybrid method performs better than either single method, especially in achieving high overall DER (Table 4) .
The key weakness of the spectral analysis method is how to determine r accurately and reliably. If this problem can be solved, the performance of the spectral analysis method will be significantly improved. Statistical method depends heavily on reliable determination of ridge direction, especially when the fingerprint image quality is poor.
Window methods, which estimate ridge distance within block images, have intrinsic limitations. For example, the size of block images is a compromise between two factors: big windows may contain ridges with high curvature, causing difficulty in the estimation of distances; if small windows are used, there are too few ridges within a window to estimate the ridge distances. Our future research will focus on a regionbased method that divides a fingerprint image into several regions in which ridge directions are approximately the same and ridge distances are estimated at the regional level. 
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• Since its invention in the 19th century when it was little more than a scientific curiosity, the electrocardiogram (ECG) has developed into one of the most important and widely used quantitative diagnostic tools in medicine. It is essential for the identification of disorders of the cardiac rhythm, extremely useful for the diagnosis and management of heart abnormalities such as myocardial infarction (heart attack), and offers helpful clues to the presence of generalised disorders that affect the rest of the body, such as electrolyte disturbances and drug intoxication. Recording and analysis of the ECG now involves a considerable amount of signal processing for S/N enhancement, beat detection, automated classification, and compression. These involve a whole variety of innovative signal processing methods, including adaptive techniques, time-frequency and time-scale procedures, artificial neural networks and fuzzy logic, higher-order statistics and nonlinear schemes, fractals, hierarchical trees, Bayesian approaches, and parametric models, amongst others.
This special issue will review the current status of ECG signal processing and analysis, with particular regard to recent innovations. It will report major achievements of academic and commercial research institutions and individuals, and provide an insight into future developments within this exciting and challenging area.
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Recently, end users and utility companies are increasingly concerned with perturbations originated from electrical power quality variations. Investigations are being carried out to completely characterize not only the old traditional type of problems, but also new ones that have arisen as a result of massive use of nonlinear loads and electronics-based equipment in residences, commercial centers, and industrial plants. These nonlinear load effects are aggravated by massive power system interconnections, increasing number of different power sources, and climatic changes. In order to improve the capability of equipments applied to monitoring the power quality of transmission and distribution power lines, power systems have been facing new analysis and synthesis paradigms, mostly supported by signal processing techniques. The analysis and synthesis of emerging power quality and power system problems led to new research frontiers for the signal processing community, focused on the development and combination of computational intelligence, source coding, pattern recognition, multirate systems, statistical estimation, adaptive signal processing, and other digital processing techniques, implemented in either DSP-based, PC-based, or FPGA-based solutions.
The goal of this proposal is to introduce powerful and efficient real-time or almost-real-time signal processing tools for dealing with the emerging power quality problems. These techniques take into account power-line signals and complementary information, such as climatic changes.
This special issue will focus on recent developments in this key research area. Topics of interest include (but are not limited to): Digital signal processing techniques applied to power quality applications are a very attractive and stimulating area of research. Its results will provide, in the near future, new standards for the decentralized and real-time monitoring of transmission and distribution systems, allowing to closely follow and predict power system performance. As a result, the power systems will be more easily planned, expanded, controlled, managed, and supervised.
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When designing a system for image acquisition, there is generally a desire for high spatial resolution and a wide fieldof-view. To achieve this, a camera system must typically employ small f-number optics. This produces an image with very high spatial-frequency bandwidth at the focal plane. To avoid aliasing caused by undersampling, the corresponding focal plane array (FPA) must be sufficiently dense. However, cost and fabrication complexities may make this impractical. More fundamentally, smaller detectors capture fewer photons, which can lead to potentially severe noise levels in the acquired imagery. Considering these factors, one may choose to accept a certain level of undersampling or to sacrifice some optical resolution and/or field-of-view. In image super-resolution (SR), postprocessing is used to obtain images with resolutions that go beyond the conventional limits of the uncompensated imaging system. In some systems, the primary limiting factor is the optical resolution of the image in the focal plane as defined by the cut-off frequency of the optics. We use the term "optical SR" to refer to SR methods that aim to create an image with valid spatial-frequency content that goes beyond the cut-off frequency of the optics. Such techniques typically must rely on extensive a priori information. In other image acquisition systems, the limiting factor may be the density of the FPA, subsequent postprocessing requirements, or transmission bitrate constraints that require data compression. We refer to the process of overcoming the limitations of the FPA in order to obtain the full resolution afforded by the selected optics as "detector SR." Note that some methods may seek to perform both optical and detector SR.
Detector SR algorithms generally process a set of lowresolution aliased frames from a video sequence to produce a high-resolution frame. When subpixel relative motion is present between the objects in the scene and the detector array, a unique set of scene samples are acquired for each frame. This provides the mechanism for effectively increasing the spatial sampling rate of the imaging system without reducing the physical size of the detectors.
With increasing interest in surveillance and the proliferation of digital imaging and video, SR has become a rapidly growing field. Recent advances in SR include innovative algorithms, generalized methods, real-time implementations, and novel applications. The purpose of this special issue is to present leading research and development in the area of super-resolution for digital video. Topics of interest for this special issue include but are not limited to:
• Detector and optical SR algorithms for video 
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In recent years, increased demand for fast Internet access and new multimedia services, the development of new and feasible signal processing techniques associated with faster and low-cost digital signal processors, as well as the deregulation of the telecommunications market have placed major emphasis on the value of investigating hostile media, such as powerline (PL) channels for high-rate data transmissions.
Nowadays, some companies are offering powerline communications (PLC) modems with mean and peak bit-rates around 100 Mbps and 200 Mbps, respectively. However, advanced broadband powerline communications (BPLC) modems will surpass this performance. For accomplishing it, some special schemes or solutions for coping with the following issues should be addressed: (i) considerable differences between powerline network topologies; (ii) hostile properties of PL channels, such as attenuation proportional to high frequencies and long distances, high-power impulse noise occurrences, time-varying behavior, and strong inter-symbol interference (ISI) effects; (iv) electromagnetic compatibility with other well-established communication systems working in the same spectrum, (v) climatic conditions in different parts of the world; (vii) reliability and QoS guarantee for video and voice transmissions; and (vi) different demands and needs from developed, developing, and poor countries.
These issues can lead to exciting research frontiers with very promising results if signal processing, digital communication, and computational intelligence techniques are effectively and efficiently combined.
The goal of this special issue is to introduce signal processing, digital communication, and computational intelligence tools either individually or in combined form for advancing reliable and powerful future generations of powerline communication solutions that can be suited with for applications in developed, developing, and poor countries.
Topics of interest include (but are not limited to)
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There is an increasing need to develop efficient "systemlevel" models, methods, and tools to support designers to quickly transform signal processing application specification to heterogeneous hardware and software architectures such as arrays of DSPs, heterogeneous platforms involving microprocessors, DSPs and FPGAs, and other evolving multiprocessor SoC architectures. Typically, the design process involves aspects of application and architecture modeling as well as transformations to translate the application models to architecture models for subsequent performance analysis and design space exploration. Accurate predictions are indispensable because next generation signal processing applications, for example, audio, video, and array signal processing impose high throughput, real-time and energy constraints that can no longer be served by a single DSP.
There are a number of key issues in transforming application models into parallel implementations that are not addressed in current approaches. These are engineering the application specification, transforming application specification, or representation of the architecture specification as well as communication models such as data transfer and synchronization primitives in both models.
The purpose of this call for papers is to address approaches that include application transformations in the performance, analysis, and design space exploration efforts when taking signal processing applications to concurrent and parallel implementations. The Guest Editors are soliciting contributions in joint application and architecture space exploration that outperform the current architecture-only design space exploration methods and tools.
Topics of interest for this special issue include but are not limited to:
• modeling applications in terms of (abstract) control-dataflow graph, dataflow graph, and process network models of computation (MoC) • transforming application models or algorithmic engineering • transforming application MoCs to architecture MoCs • joint application and architecture space exploration
• joint application and architecture performance analysis • extending the concept of algorithmic engineering to architecture engineering • design cases and applications mapped on multiprocessor, homogeneous, or heterogeneous SOCs, showing joint optimization of application and architecture
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Facial image processing is an area of research dedicated to the extraction and analysis of information about human faces; information which is known to play a central role in social interactions including recognition, emotion, and intention. Over the last decade, it has become a very active research field that deals with face detection and tracking, facial feature detection, face recognition, facial expression and emotion recognition, face coding, and virtual face synthesis.
With the introduction of new powerful machine learning techniques, statistical classification methods, and complex deformable models, recent progresses have made possible a large number of applications in areas such as modelbased video coding, image retrieval, surveillance and biometrics, visual speech understanding, virtual characters for e-learning, online marketing or entertainment, intelligent human-computer interaction, and others.
However, lots of progress is yet to be made to provide more robust systems, especially when dealing with pose and illumination changes in complex natural scenes. If most approaches focus naturally on processing from still images, emerging techniques may also consider different inputs. For instance, video is becoming ubiquitous and very affordable, and there is growing demand for vision-based humanoriented applications, ranging from security to humancomputer interaction and video annotation.
Taking into account temporal information and the dynamics of faces may also ease applications like, for instance, facial expression and face recognition which are still very challenging tasks.
Capturing 3D data may as well become very affordable and processing such data can lead to enhanced systems, more robust to illumination effects and where discriminant information may be more easily retrieved.
The goal of this special issue is to provide original contributions in the field of facial image processing.
Topics of interest include (but are not limited to):
• Face Detection and Tracking 
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Genomic signal processing (GSP) has been defined as the analysis, processing, and use of genomic signals for gaining biological knowledge and the translation of that knowledge into systems-based applications. A major goal of GSP is to characterize genetic regulation and its effects on cellular behaviour and function, thereby leading to a functional understanding of diseases and the development of systems-based medical solutions. This involves the development of nonlinear dynamical network models for genomic regulation and of mathematically grounded diagnostic and therapeutic tools based on those models. This special issue is devoted to genetic regulatory networks. We desire high-quality papers on all network issues, including:
• Mathematical models 
Call for Papers
This special issue aims to draw together work on sparse system identification and partial-update adaptive filters. These research problems can be considered as exploiting sparseness in different "domains", namely, adaptive filter coefficient vector and update regressor vector. This special issue will further develop the positive outcomes of the EUSIPCO 2005 special session on sparse system identification and partialupdate adaptive algorithms. Identification of sparse and/or high-order FIR systems has always been a challenging research problem. In many applications, including acoustic/network echo cancellation and channel equalization, the system to be identified can be characterized as sparse and/or long. Partial-update adaptive filtering algorithms were proposed to address the large computational complexity associated with long adaptive filters. However, the initial partial-update algorithms had to incur performance losses, such as slow convergence, compared with full-update algorithms because of the absence of clever updating approaches. More recently, better partial-update techniques have been developed that are capable of minimizing the performance loss. In certain applications, these partial-update techniques have even been observed to produce improved convergence performance with respect to a full-update algorithm. The potential performance gain that can be achieved by partial-update algorithms is an important feature of these adaptive techniques that was not recognized earlier. The notion of partial-update adaptive filtering has been gaining momentum thanks to the recognition of its complexity and performance advantages.
Sparse system identification is a vital requirement for fast converging adaptive filters in, for example, certain specific deployments of echo cancellation. Recent advances, such as IPNLMS, have been used to good effect in network echo cancellation for VoIP gateways (to take account of unpredictable bulk delays in IP network propagation) and acoustic echo cancellation (to handle the unknown propagation delay of the direct acoustic path). It is known that several research labs are working on these problems with new solutions emerging.
• Adaptive filters employing partial-update methods, • Time-domain and transform-domain implementations of partial-update adaptive filters, • Convergence and complexity analysis of partialupdate schemes, • Single and multichannel algorithms employing partial updates, • Adaptive algorithms for sparse system identification, • Applications of partial-update adaptive filters and sparse system identification in echo/noise cancellation, acoustics, and telecommunications, • Partial-update filters for sparse system identification.
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Over the past few decades, medical computed imaging has established its role as a major clinical tool. Technical advancements as well as advanced new algorithms have substantially improved spatial and temporal resolution and contrast. Nevertheless, despite these improvements single-modality scans cannot always provide the full clinical picture. Resolution and image quality are often compromised in order to obtain functional images. This is particularly true for NM imaging and has led to the development of hybrid scanners such as PET/CT and SPECT/CT. Also, the old problem of multimodality image fusion has and probably will continue to attract a lot of research. This has motivated us to edit a special issue which will provide a state-of-the-art picture of multimodality imaging.
The International Journal of Biomedical Imaging (IJBI) follows the Open Access model and publishes accepted papers on the web and in print. It targets rapid review, permanent archiving, high visibility, and lasting impact. In this special issue, the topics covered will include, but are not limited to, the following areas:
• New approaches and applications of PET/CT and SPECT/CT hybrid scanners • Methods for image fusion of MRI and/or CT and/or Ultrasound • Algorithms for data fusion and hybrid image reconstruction and display • Methods for dual-modality scans alignment using fiducial markers, masks, and so forth • Software-based multimodality image alignment • Novel dual-modality scanning approaches Dr Tony Jones, President of the Institute of Acoustics, comments, "A B Wood was a modest man who took delight in helping his younger colleagues. It is therefore appropriate that this prestigious award should be designed to recognise the contributions of young acousticians."
Further information and an nomination form can be found on the Institute's website at www.ioa.org.uk.
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Albert Beaumont Wood was born in Yorkshire in 1890 and graduated from Manchester University in 1912. He became one of the first two research scientists at the Admiralty to work on antisubmarine defence. He designed the first directional hydrophone and was well known for the many contributions he made to the science of underwater acoustics and for the help he gave to younger colleagues. The medal was instituted after his death by his many friends on both sides of the Atlantic and was administered by the Institute of Physics until the formation of the Institute of Acoustics in 1974.
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For more information please visit our site at www.ioa.org.uk. T he popularity of multimedia content has led to the widespread distribution and consumption of digital multimedia data. As a result of the relative ease with which individuals may now alter and repackage digital content, ensuring that media content is employed by authorized users for its intended purpose is becoming an issue of eminent importance to both governmental security and commercial applications. Digital fingerprinting is a class of multimedia forensic technologies to track and identify entities involved in the illegal manipulation and unauthorized usage of multimedia content, thereby protecting the sensitive nature of multimedia data as well as its commercial value after the content has been delivered to a recipient. "Multimedia Fingerprinting Forensics for Traitor Tracing" covers the essential aspects of research in this emerging technology, and explains the latest development in this field. It describes the framework of multimedia fingerprinting, discusses the challenges that may be faced when enforcing usage policies, and investigates the design of fingerprints that cope with new families of multiuser attacks that may be mounted against media fingerprints. The discussion provided in the book highlights challenging problems as well as future trends in this research field, providing readers with a broader view of the evolution of the young field of multimedia forensics.
Topics and features:
Comprehensive coverage of digital watermarking and fingerprinting in multimedia forensics for a number of media types; Detailed discussion on challenges in multimedia fingerprinting and analysis of effective multiuser collusion attacks on digital fingerprinting; Thorough investigation of fingerprint design and performance analysis for addressing different application concerns arising in multimedia fingerprinting; Well-organized explanation of problems and solutions, such as order-statistics-based nonlinear collusion attacks, efficient detection and identification of colluders, group-oriented fingerprint design, and anticollusion codes for multimedia fingerprinting. Genomic data, especially the recent large-scale microarray gene expression data, represents enormous challenges for signal processing and statistics in processing these vast data to reveal the complex biological functionality. This perspective naturally leads to a new field, genomic signal processing (GSP), which studies the processing of genomic signals by integrating the theory of signal processing and statistics. Written by an international, interdisciplinary team of authors, this invaluable edited volume is accessible to students just entering this emergent field, and to researchers, both in academia and industry, in the fields of molecular biology, engineering, statistics, and signal processing. The book provides tutorial-level overviews and addresses the specific needs of genomic signal processing students and researchers as a reference book.
The book aims to address current genomic challenges by exploiting potential synergies between genomics, signal processing, and statistics, with special emphasis on signal processing and statistical tools for structural and functional understanding of genomic data. The book is partitioned into three parts. In part I, a brief history of genomic research and a background introduction from both biological and signal-processing/ statistical perspectives are provided so that readers can easily follow the material presented in the rest of the book. In part II, overviews of state-of-the-art techniques are provided. We start with a chapter on sequence analysis, and follow with chapters on feature selection, clustering, and classification of microarray data. The next three chapters discuss the modeling, analysis, and simulation of biological regulatory networks, especially gene regulatory networks based on Boolean and Bayesian approaches. The next two chapters treat visualization and compression of gene data, and supercomputer implementation of genomic signal processing systems. Part II concludes with two chapters on systems biology and medical implications of genomic research. Finally, part III discusses the future trends in genomic signal processing and statistics research.
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